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The Future is Female

Female Executives Lead the Campus into the School Year

L to R: Ariel Tavares '20, Bailey Zimmitti '20, Kelsey Christianson '20, Amanda Gaccione '20, and Acklynn Byamugisha '20.

by Kerry Torpey '20
Editor-in-Chief

Katherine Torok '20
Associate Editor-in-Chief

FEATURE
When Providence College first
opened its doors in 1917, it was an
all-male institution. It was not until
1971 that female students received
admission and started making their
mark on PC history.

In 2017, Phionna-Cayola Claude
’18, Elizabeth Jancsy ’18, Simran
Madhani ’18, and Marcie Mai ’18
broke the glass ceiling by becoming
the presidents of Student Congress,
the Board of Programmers (BOP),
Friars Club, and the Board of
Multicultural
Student
Affairs
(BMSA). After the elections of these
four female leaders, Dr. Abigail
Brooks, director of the women’s
studies department, told The Cowl,
“The more we see women, and
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importantly a diversity of women,
inhabiting leadership roles, the more
likely it is that other women can also
imagine themselves in these roles.”
Following in those footsteps this
year, Kelsey Christianson ’20, Ariel
Tavares ’20, Acklynn Byamugisha
’20, Bailey Zimmitti ’20, and Amanda
Gaccione ’20 take on top leadership
positions for Student Congress,
Friars Club, BMSA, Campus
Ministry, and BOP, respectively.
Christianson, Tavares, Byamugisha,

Zimmitti, and Gaccione sat down
with The Cowl to discuss challenges
they have faced as well as their goals
for this upcoming academic year.
Who has been your biggest female role
model on campus?
AT: To settle on one is impossible
as I am inspired by most of the
women I am surrounded by every
day. But, I have succeeded two of
the most well-rounded Presidents
of Friars Club, Sabrina Morelli ’19
and Simran Madhani ’18. They
have taught me that there are
different ways to be a woman, to be
a friend, and to be a leader. They
have broken barriers in their own
ways but both with a grace I can
only hope to emulate.
KC: My biggest female role
model from PC is Kelsie Laferriere
’17, my “Congress mom.” She was
one of the strongest women I have
ever met and taught me to always
speak out and let your voice be
heard. Even though I only had one
year on campus with her, it was
enough to realize how great of a
person she was.
BZ: My biggest female role model
on campus has been Sister Anne
Frances, O.P. From the moment I
stepped on campus, Sister Anne
Frances has been a reflection of
Christ’s light for me. As a religious
sister, she is not only a symbol and
reminder to the world of God’s
reconciling the world to Himself
through Christ’s incarnation and
sacrifice, but she is also a spiritual
mother to all of God’s children,
beautifully imitating St. Dominic
in her balance of gentle, tender
compassion and zeal for souls.
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Women's Volleyball Travel for First Tournament of the Season
by Jack Belanger ’21
Sports Co-Editor

PC ATHLETICS
In their first tournament of the season, the
Providence College Women’s Volleyball Team had
a tough past weekend in Morehead, Kentucky.
Playing in the 2019 Morehead State Eagle
Challenge, the Friars went 1-2 in three games,
picking up their lone win over Presbyterian
College, three sets to zero.
The team was originally supposed to play in
the Puerto Rico Clasico to begin their season, but
their trip was canceled due to Hurricane Dorian.
Instead, the team played two games in Virginia
and one at home, going 2-1 to start the season.
In the first game of the tournament, the Friars

played Georgia State University. The Panthers
would beat the Friars in four sets, each one being
decided by two points. Jennifer Leitman ’23
and Addison Root ’20 were the only Friars with
double-digit kills with 12 and 10, respectively.
The loss brought the Friars to 2-2 on the season.
In their second game of the day, the Friars
pulled out a win over the Presbyterian Blue Hose,
winning easily in straight sets. It would be PC’s
only win of the weekend, but the performance
shows Head Coach Margot Royer-Johnson the
team’s potential for the season.
“We matched up really well against
Presbyterian,” said Royer-Johnson. “We were the
stronger team and had a good game.”
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Jenae Alderson '20 celebrates with her teammates.
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Lions, and Friars, and Bears, Featured Friar:
Kelsey Doyle
Oh My!

BOP Hosts ProvapaZOO for PC Community

by Kelly Martella ’21
News Staff

by Hannah Langley ’21
News Co-Editor

FEATURED FRIAR

CAMPUS
For nearly ten years, Providence College’s
Board of Programmers (BOP) has hosted a day
full of fun and activities in early September
known as Provapalooza. This year, BOP’s social
committee decided to change things up by hosting
ProvapaZOO, which had the same feel and spirit of
the original event, but with a wilder twist.
BOP’s current social committee, led by Maria
Johnsen ’20 and Shannon McDonald ’21, along
with Zack Dinopoulos ’20, Emily Mastroianni ’21,
Kevin Michels ’21, and Fred Desravines ’21, began
planning this event back in June with the help of the
student activities office.
The idea for ProvapaZOO came about last
year when BOP was informed that the former
title, Provapalooza, faced some trademarking
and copyright issues. According to Johnsen, the
name Provapalooza was found to be too similar to
Lollapalooza, an annual music festival that takes
place at Grant Park in Chicago, Illinois.
Because the name could not legally be used
anymore, the committee proposed the title
ProvapaZOO. “We dreamed up ProvapaZOO
walking through Alumni,” recalled McDonald.
“We thought it would be cool to somehow have an
animal themed prova.” Johnsen thinks the name
change was successful, saying, “ProvapaZOO
sounds a little wacky when you first hear it, but I
think the zoo theme got people excited.”
Despite the name change, much of the event
remained similar to previous years, with several new
additions and twists. One of the main differences
was the location of the event, which was moved to
the Concannon Patio due to weather issues. Johnsen
explained that Smith Lawn, which is where the
event has been traditionally held the past few years,
was too wet due to recent rain to hold the event.
Even though BOP had this last-minute change in
venue, Johnsen thinks it actually ended up working
toward BOP’s advantage. Not only did it allow
them to keep the event outside, it also made the
event more accessible to students living on upper
campus. “Having it on upper campus this year
definitely got more underclassmen to come, which
is awesome,” said Johnsen.
Keeping with the zoo theme, BOP also decided
to add another attraction to their usual line-up—
Barn Babies. “They have always been a crowd
favorite,” noted McDonald. Other additions to the

’19 and ’21G
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Friars show off their own ProvapaZOO gear.

event included a performance by the Naticks, a
local Rhode Island band, BBQ provided by B&M
Catering, Spike’s Hot Dogs, Like No Udder Vegan
Ice Cream, and a beer garden for students over 21.
Lawn games and a photo station were also set
up throughout the space outside Concannon, along
with balloons and other fun, festive decorations.
McDonald also talked about how she was put
in charge of designing the long sleeve t-shirts for
ProvapaZOO this year, which she recalled as one of
her favorite parts of organizing and planning the
event. “To see the entire Board of Programmers and
now other students wearing the shirt I designed is a
dream come true,” said McDonald.
Both McDonald and Johnsen stated their
excitement over how well they felt the event went.
“I had a vision which I can happily say was met
and exceeded,” said McDonald. “Our months
of planning and hard work were rewarded.”
Johnsen also stated her enthusiasm not only about
ProvapaZOO’s success, but for the future events
planned for BOP’s social committee. “Personally,
I’m really happy with how everything turned out,”
she stated, “and I’m excited to get a chance to do it
again for Clam Jam in the spring.”

Most seniors say goodbye to Providence
College after graduation, but for Kelsey Doyle
’19 and ‘21G the summer was only a quick hiatus
from Friartown.
After graduating in May with a degree
in social work and Spanish, Kelsey returned
to campus this fall as a graduate assistant to
continue her studies in the graduate program.
Doyle originally hails from Plymouth, MA,
but says, “As cliché as it sounds, I found myself
[at PC].”
She now lives a few minutes away in
Providence, but most of the time on campus, she
can be found in McPhail’s. This is her fourth year
working there, and now as a GA, her friends
jokingly call McPhail’s her second home.
Doyle says her goal is to be a life-long learner,
and she is already well on her way. She is
currently working on a Master of Education in
School Counseling. She also received a grant
from SAMHSA — the Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration.
The issue of substance abuse is one Doyle
is very passionate about, and one in which she
hopes to bring more awareness. She also hopes
to bring awareness to suicide prevention—
particularly on PC’s campus.
She admits that this has sometimes been a
challenge given the topic’s contentious history
with the Catholic Church. “In a Catholic school,
suicide is not really talked about,” she explains.
“It took a long time just to get the word ‘suicide’
printed on posters.”
Still, these small steps are making progress in
a positive direction. Doyle is glad the dialogue is
opening up at PC, and she is working to continue
the conversation. Last year, she helped bring a
guest speaker to campus who survived a suicide
attempt, an event she hopes to organize again in
the future.
Doyle is passionate about mental health and
helping others, offering these words to live
by: “It’s okay not to be okay.” This is her own
personal mantra, and she hopes to spread this
message in all areas of her life, both to students
at PC and to students in her future career as a
school counselor.
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ProvapaZOO was a hit for Friars and animal lovers alike.
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Doyle aims to bring awareness about suicide prevention.
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Never Too Early to Consider Careers
Business Professors Give Advice on Prepping for Career EXPO
by Matthew Mazzella ’20
News Staff
CAMPUS
Sept. 25 marks the annual Providence College
Career EXPO, held for students to network with
recruiters looking to add talented Friars to their
businesses. This is a highly anticipated event on
campus, as students look to take the next step
in their careers by making lasting impact on
recruiters through networking. The event will take
place in Peterson Recreation Center from 1-5 p.m.,
and there are currently 110 employers registered
for the event.
While many believe this event caters towards
business majors, there will be a variety of
companies attending from different industries,
creating an opportunity for all PC students to have
a chance to make a great impression.
Scott Wright, associate professor for the
marketing department at PC, believes this is
a great opportunity for students to jump-start
their careers. Wright said, “I strongly encourage
students to attend the Fall Career EXPO. At this
early career stage, students are presented with
some hefty decisions, many of which will impact
their careers for years to come. The EXPO presents
students with an opportunity to engage, to listen,
and to learn. The EXPO also helps students form
those crucial connections that often kickstart
successful business careers.”
The EXPO is especially important for seniors,
as they look to find a job after their time at PC.
Finance major Peter Chin ’20 has his mind set on
a successful Career EXPO. Chin has been looking
forward to this year’s EXPO, as he has begun
searching for jobs in Finance. Chin has made
connections before at the EXPO that lead to a
summer internship, and he hopes to build on that
success this fall as he searches for a full time offer.
“The career EXPO is such a great event that
all students should try to go to, no matter what
grade you are in. You never know who you will

meet and how they can help you along with your
career. I hope to make an impact this year, as I have
a stronger resume and a focused career path.”

“No matter what your
major is or what grade
you are in, there is no
harm in going, you never
know what you will take
away from it.”
While juniors and seniors tend to get the most
attention at the EXPO, it does not hurt for freshmen
and sophomores to go and begin networking.
Jonathan Jackson, Jr., assistant finance professor,
believes this is an opportunity that is too good to
pass up, regardless of your class year.
Jackson stresses the importance of career

advancement by telling students, “This is the
largest opportunity to meet people face to face and
make a great first impression. You will never have
a chance to meet 100+ employers who want to hire
you. No matter what your major is or what grade
you are in, there is no harm in going. You never
know what you will take away from it.”
Another benefit of going to the EXPO is the
opportunity to take a professional headshot for
LinkedIn. The service is free for all students and it
has a sign up form available through the Handshake
website. Having a professional picture on LinkedIn
can make you stand out from other candidates, so
it is important for Friars to take advantage of this
additional great opportunity which PC offers.
Many Friars are looking to bulk up their
resume to make an impact at the event. With so
many employers on campus, there are plenty of
opportunities to take advantage of, and the Career
EXPO offers students the opportunity to build
meaningful, professional connections outside the
classroom.

Career Expo is a great opportunity for Friars to mingle with potential employers.
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Flashback in Friartown
A History of PC's Housing Over the Years
by Max Waite ’21
News Staff
ON CAMPUS
Since its doors opened in 1917, Providence
College has undergone incredible changes across
the board, which has made it stand out as one of the
top colleges in the competitive northeast region.
In particular, Friartown’s residence halls have
all undergone changes, as more buildings have
either been upgraded or constructed as a result of
the College’s substantial growth over the years.
Perhaps one of the most well-known residence
halls among the community is Aquinas Hall. This
residence hall has undergone drastic changes in its
long history.
On the first floor of Aquinas Hall, or AQ for
short, resided the College’s first dining hall. On top
of that, there was some classroom space toward the
end of the hall on one side of the building, with
another side featuring the chapel, which has since
been converted into the Center for Catholic and
Dominican Studies.
Imagine being a PC student back then, leaving
class in AQ, grabbing some food in the dining hall,
then attending a service in the chapel, all without
leaving the building!
Though AQ looks different now, the building’s
importance in campus life has not changed.
The other residence halls that share Aquinas
Lawn are Meagher Hall and McDermott Hall.
Both residence halls used to have classroom space
for students. Though these buildings lack the

significant changes that Aquinas Hall possesses,
they also underwent some small projects in recent
years.
Jana Valentine, director of residence life and
housing, has been at the college for seven years.
Since her time on campus, she has seen changes
such as the renovation of the bathrooms in
McDermott and Meagher which offer a new
and vibrant charm to the building. Additionally,
Meagher got new locks for all the dorm room
doors.
Another dorm building that more recently
experienced change was the old home of the Office
of Residence Life, St. Joseph’s Hall.
Valentine explained, “This past summer, we
worked with the Physical Plant in getting Joe’s
bathrooms repainted, going for a Friar pride
school spirit color theme with the black, white,
and grey. It really looks amazing!” Additionally,
St. Joe’s now has a new community kitchen, as
well as new furniture in the dorm rooms.
Student-athlete Sean Meehan ’22 is living in St.
Joseph’s Hall this year and voiced his approval
of the new changes. “I absolutely love the new
bathrooms. They provide a fresh new look to the
building, and don’t get me started on the new
mattresses, they’re wonderful. Being a studentathlete is definitely a challenge, but it’s the little
things like relaxing on my new mattress at the end
of a long day that make it all worth it.”
Next to St. Joseph’s Hall is the Feinstein
Academic Center. Many students may have a class
or two in this building, but probably do not know
that Feinstein used to be called Stephen Hall.

Stephen Hall was a residence hall until it was
converted into the Feinstein Academic Center in
the mid-1990s.
Not all of Stephen Hall, however, used to be
dormitories. The top floor with the balcony was
actually a health center, where students would go
if they were feeling under the weather.
Perhaps the biggest change undergone on the
Providence College campus was the construction
of the Arthur F. and Patricia Ryan Center for
Business Studies in replacement of Dore Hall.
This dramatic change has proven to be extremely
beneficial to the PC community, as the modern
building has been very well received and made
PC’s pinpoint on the map a little larger.
Dore Hall used to be an all-female dorm with
single dorm rooms while Fennell was all-male.
Before becoming a dormitory, Fennell Hall was
known as Charles V. Chapin Hospital. Once the
school bought Chapin and the Ryan Center was
built years later, Fennell combined men and
women into one building, with a similar living
concept to Aquinas Hall.
Despite the success resulting from all of these
changes, what the College has found most difficult
to work around was “retrofitting” the buildings
despite their age. A great majority of the buildings
on the PC campus have been retrofitted despite the
odds in ways such as adding cable and internet to
buildings that predate those advancements.
No matter where one lives on campus, all of
the residence halls have undergone many changes
with the vision in mind to maximize the living
conditions and overall satisfaction of residents.
NICHOLAS CRENSHAW '20/THECOWL
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Friar’s Best Friend
Understanding the Importance of Service Animals at College
by Alexandra Huzyk ’20
News Staff
CAMPUS
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Service dogs provide support for students.

Jacqueline Kelley ’20, owner of the
most well-recognized service dog on
campus named Moose, says, “He’s
definitely my best friend and is the
most reliable, always.”
Kelley has had the three-year-old
golden retriever for one and a half
years now. She said, “He’s given me
a good sense of responsibility and
has educated me on what it is like to
have a service dog.”
The Disability Support Manual
states that the College is “committed
to
providing
students
with
disabilities equal access to programs,
facilities, services, and activities at

PC. The College will make every
effort
to
provide
“reasonable
accommodations” so that students
can be ensured equal access and
work to remove any barriers which
may prevent this from occurring.”
When talking about Moose, Kelley
shared, “I decided to get a service dog
because I was struggling with doing
anything independent off campus.”
She went on to explain, “I’ve always
felt very helpless and vulnerable, and
I felt like I was relying on people to
do simple things, like standing up
from a seated position. But now I
know that Moose is emotionally and
physically there for me.”
Moose
was
previously
an
emotional support dog for a child
who had a lot of aggression, but
was removed from that situation
because he became the target of that
aggression. He was then trained for
Kelley as a service dog. She says,
“The very first step was just trying to
get him used to my scooter, in order
to complete tasks like backing up in
small spaces.”
The Providence College Division
of Student Affairs-Residence Life
Policy, states: “The work or task a
Service Animal has been trained
to provide must be directly related
to the functional limitations of the
person’s disability.”
“When he’s not working, he’s just
a dog like every other dog,” shares
Kelley. “If I go into a public building
or am on campus, I always keep his

vest on and have him working.”
Kelley cites that the main difficulty
she typically faces on campus is
people petting Moose when he is
working.
“I’ve never had any problems
with professors not wanting him in
class,” says Kelley. “Students are
pretty open about it, but it is difficult
to navigate how to go about being
around a person who is afraid of
dogs because we both have a right to
be somewhere.”
Kelley explained different ways to
go about getting a service animal, but
recommended that the best way is to
go through a service dog company
that would certify the animal through
Assistance Dogs International.
Through this program, a dog is
picked based on a person’s particular
needs, and then the dog is trained for
that specific person. This particular
certificate allows a service dog to
be recognized overseas, which is
a struggle that Kelley faced with
Moose when she studied abroad in
Dublin, Ireland.
“He was the biggest help, mainly
for emotional reasons. It’s difficult
for any person with or without a
disability to acclimate to a foreign
city,” says Kelley. “With him I felt
more confident in going out in the
city by myself and taking planes
when traveling. He really helped me
with my independence.”
Besides being an active member of
the Providence College community,

Kelley, along with three other
students, formed a club named
B.E.L.I.E.V.E. (Be Educated, Live with
Inspiration, and EValuate Equality).
The club discusses issues related to
disabilities and works to educate the
PC community.
The club welcomes people with or
without disabilities, offering a space
for people to share their experiences
and ask questions.
Kelley hopes that her experiences
with Moose, especially abroad,
will help her to pursue a career in
disability advocacy after graduation.
She hopes to attain a masters in
disability studies, from either a social
or public policy angle. “I would really
like to work in urban development to
make cities more accessible,” Kelley
shares.
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Golden retrievers are common service dogs.

Friars Go All In for Peer Min
An Inside Look into PC's Peer Ministry
by Julia Acquavita ’22
News Staff
CAMPUS
It is the beginning of the school
year, which means there are plenty
of groups and clubs across campus
looking for new faces to be a part of
their organization here at Providence
College. One group on campus that is
eager for new members to join is Peer
Ministry.
Peer Ministry is one of the many
faith-based clubs on PC’s campus,
allowing students to foster a deeper
connection with not only their peers,

but with the Church and God as well.
Through Peer Ministry, students
are able to take part in activities that
encourage self-reflection through
prayer to God and communication
with their peers.
Amal Mathew ’22, a first-year leader
of Peer Ministry, described this club as
the place “where faith meets college
life.” Mathew expressed that Peer
Ministry offers a unique experience
for PC students where they can foster
a transformative connection with God
and deepen their faith even when at
college.
Meeting in small groups from six
to 12 student participants and two
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Brooke Douglass '21 jumping for joy at the peer ministry Come and See event.

Peer Ministers, an authentic Christian
community is nurtured through
prayer and conversation.
Not many places provide the tools
students need to maintain a religious
lifestyle while at college. However, PC
offers these tools to their students by
highlighting the importance of a club
like Peer Ministry.
Mathew continued to describe this
club as one that aims to use discussion
as a means to find and cultivate a
deeper relationship with God and
other students at PC.
In sharing experiences and engaging
in meaningful conversations, students
bridge campus life with the life of faith
in the Catholic Church.
When asking Mathew how he got
involved in Peer Ministry, he explained
that he heard it “was an incredible way
to make friends while simultaneously
bearing witness to my faith in God.”
Having had very helpful leaders
last year as a freshman, he was
inspired to pursue the same path and
become more engaged in the club. By
applying to be a Peer Ministry leader,
he was one step closer to taking on a
more prominent role.
Mathew stated, “The sense of
camaraderie I experienced during
small-group meetings and the progress
I made in my personal faith journey
called me to share that with others.”
These experiences led Mathews to
pursue Peer Ministry on a deeper
level.
Mathew reflected on the training he
and his fellow Peer Ministry leaders
took part in at the start of the semester.
The training consisted of prayer and
personal reflection, but also detailed

the logistics of how to effectively
coordinate and facilitate small groups
as a peer minister.
A key factor Mathew said he
learned is that Peer Ministers must
be attentive listeners who are able to
create an environment where students
feel comfortable expressing what is on
their minds.
Mathew encourages this year’s
group of freshmen and other returning
PC students to get involved with Peer
Ministry by joining a group, consisting
of bi-weekly meetings, where students
can engage in deeper communication
that they would not necessarily
have with their other friends. In this
way, people of different class years,
academic majors, and social and
spiritual lives can come together to
grow closer to God and to their faith
as a whole.
This program will provide students
with the support system they never
thought they needed, allowing them to
build relationships they never thought
they could have while in college.
This year, Peer Ministry hopes to
emphasize that it is not just limited
to small-group activities, but plans
on hosting bigger events throughout
the year with dates to be determined
within the coming months.
Also, for those who wish to get
involved and sign up for a Peer
Ministry group, the sign-up is
available during any time of the year.
The first round of meetings start in late
September, but anyone can join at any
point. For more information, stop by
Campus Ministry in the lower level of
St. Dominic Chapel or contact Molly
White (mwhite18@providence.edu).
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Bursting the PC Bubble
Devastating Destruction Caused by Hurricane Dorian
by Maura Campbell ’22
News Staff
WORLD NEWS
In the weeks before its landfall,
Hurricane Dorian had been predicted
to cause large amounts of damage
to the Bahamas and areas of the
southeastern United States.
Its nature as a slow-moving
hurricane created the potential for
huge destruction, as it was predicted
to remain in certain areas for hours
and even days at a time.
A dozen counties in Florida declared
mandatory evacuation ahead of the
storm, as well as several counties in
Georgia and South Carolina.
Although only a small section of
the Bahamas had been predicted to
be affected by Hurricane Dorian,
residents were urged to evacuate
their homes and gather in hurricane
shelters scattered across the islands.
At the time of its landfall in the
Bahamas, Hurricane Dorian was
a Category 5 storm—the highest
category hurricane and the strongest
hurricane on record to hit the
Bahamas—and was expected to
produce catastrophic damage. The
hurricane, as predicted, moved slowly
over the Bahamas and battered the
islands for 51 hours.
Since Hurricane Dorian’s landfall
on Sunday, September 1, the official
death toll has risen to 50 while 25,000
people have been registered as
missing.
Approximately 70,000 people have
been left homeless on the northern
islands of the Bahamas, particularly
on Grand Bahama and the Abaco
Islands.
The Bahamian financial services
industry has stated that this
devastation is a “humanitarian crisis,”
and global relief agencies have begun
the process of sending aid.
Several hours later, on Sept. 2,
Hurricane Dorian made landfall in

the United States on the Florida coast.
By this time, its strength had sharply
declined from 185 mph winds to 60
mph winds, changing its classification
to a tropical storm.
According to the National Weather
Service, major beach erosion occurred
at Flagler Beach and Vero Beach, on
the eastern coast of Florida. In South
Carolina and Georgia, residents
continue to deal with flooding and
damages caused by Hurricane Dorian.
As the storm moved north, it
continued to affect coastlines with
problems such as downed trees and
downed power lines, as far north as
Halifax, Canada.
In the past week, the U.S. State
Department has released a statement
in response to the destruction in the
Bahamas, including the following
pledge to provide aid:
“The U.S. government is working in
partnership with the Government of
The Bahamas, including the National
Emergency Management Authority,

to deliver emergency supplies to
address the immediate needs in the
wake of Hurricane Dorian."
It has also reiterated its goal of
"providing humanitarian assistance,
search and rescue operations, and
other disaster response measures as
well as assisting U.S. citizens in the
affected areas" in Dorian's aftermath.
Additionally, The U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID)
has sent in its Disaster Assistance
Response Team "to coordinate the
U.S. response and provide technical
support to the National Emergency
Management Authority, which is
managing the overall relief effort."
Several interest groups have
also pledged to send aid and assist
the people affected by Hurricane
Dorian in the rebuilding process.
Global organizations such as the
American Red Cross, The Salvation
Army, Project Hope, Americares, and
Habitat for Humanity are accepting
donations and volunteers to help

The center of the storm began around the Bahamas and Great Abaco.

provide Bahamians with medical care,
clothing, food, housing, and other
necessities.
World
Central
Kitchen
has
dedicated itsef to providing food to
the most affected islands, and has
already provided 100,000 meals for
people in need after the hurricane.
The Caribbean Disaster Emergency
Management Agency has instructions
posted on how to donate money
directly to the Bahamian government in
their recovery efforts. On GoFundMe,
there are several verified campaigns
raising money for hurricane relief
in the Bahamas, the most notable of
which is HeadKnowles Hurricane
Relief, an organization dedicated to
providing disaster relief.
Hurricane Dorian has been a
devastating natural disaster for
thousands of people in the Bahamas.
Relief
organizations,
donations,
volunteer efforts, and global solidarity
and work are in full effect towards
helping those affected by Dorian.
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EEE Outbreak Wreaks Havoc in New England
by Kyle Burgess ’21
News Co-Editor
WORLD NEWS
In an email addressed to the Providence
College community on Sept. 3, Vice President
for Student Affairs Kristine Goodwin relayed an
announcement from the Rhode Island Department
of Health (RIDOH) confirming the first human case
of Eastern Equine Encephalitis within the state in
nearly a decade.
While more commonly referred to as EEE, the
disease itself is transmitted via mosquito bites and
is known for various symptoms such as fevers, stiff
neck, headaches, convulsions, brain swelling, and,
in some cases, death, with no specific treatments
currently available.
While its reemergence in humans this month
has been sudden, New England is no stranger to
“Triple E.” In fact, the first documented case of the
virus occurred in Massachusetts in 1831, when 75
horses died under mysterious circumstances.
Fast forward nearly two centuries and
communities in Massachusetts as well as Rhode
Island once again find themselves under siege from
EEE, due in large part to a higher-than-average risk
for mosquito-born illnesses this summer in New
England.
Since Goodwin’s email, a five-year-old girl
and an elderly woman in her mid-60’s have also

contracted EEE and find themselves in critical
condition according to ABC, while the individual
to whom Goodwin made reference in her note has
passed away as a result of the virus.
In efforts to combat the spread of the disease,
the Deputy Director of RIDOH has advised that
citizens be proactive in preventing exposure to
mosquito bites through a variety of measures such
as applying insect repellent, remaining indoors
from dusk to dawn, and wearing long-sleeve shirts
and pants.
Meanwhile, the state of Rhode Island itself
has conducted aerial spraying for the first time
since 1996 over areas where the disease has been
reported, with Massachusetts towns conducting
similar mosquito-spraying exercises following the
two recently reported cases in Middlesex county.
The pesticide itself is planned to be used at very
low concentrations with no adverse risks to human
health anticipated, although exposure to these
flyovers can be prevented by avoiding the outdoors
immediately after and keeping windows shut.
Officials in Massachusetts have stated that 36
communities in the state are now at critical risk for
EEE, with 42 at high risk and 115 at moderate risk of
the disease. Rhode Island, Central Falls, Westerly,
West Warwick, and northern Rhode Island all find
themselves at risk of EEE and can expect regular
spray-overs until the threat of contamination has
been contained.
Here at PC, administrators have stated they

are continuing to monitor catch basins, remove
standing water, inspect the campus for potential
contamination, and monitor test results from the
Department of Environmental Management (DEM).
DEM itself is responsible for the pesticide flyover
campaign, with its chief of agriculture Kenneth
Ayars claiming, “It’s time to go above and beyond
our usual measures” to combat the disease.
If you feel that you are suffering from any of the
symptoms listed above, contact the health center on
campus at (401) 865-2422.
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Mosquitos continue to spread EEE around the New england area.
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Female Leadership at PC
Female Leaders:

Continued from front page
What goals do you have for your
organization this year?
AB: I want everyone in the
organization to feel that there will
always be a family supporting them at
Providence College. More importantly
I hope that the executive boards
within each club and organization
can work together, create events with
one another, and move towards a
bigger, more unifying narrative where
all students involved on campus can
feel safe and comfortable expressing
themselves, and just create a stronger
sense of Friar family for everyone.
AG: This year my goal for BOP
is to truly go above and beyond in
making inclusive, new events that
make everyone feel welcome. Our
theme this year is “Making PC feel
like home.” As said on countless tours
by the members of Friars Club, our
goal is to keep people at the school,
and we have been working tirelessly
to brainstorm new and innovative
events that will allow students to
make new friends, branch out, and
feel comfortable and happy every
single day in Friartown.
KC: I have many goals for Student
Congress this year, but my number
one goal is to really connect with the
student body. I want everyone on
campus to realize that our organization
is there to serve them and that we
can be a resource to them. Another
goal I have for Student Congress is to
increase campus awareness of what
Student Congress does. Most of the
school doesn’t know what Congress
does or how we can help them, and I
want that to change.
What has been the biggest challenge
you have faced at PC?
BZ: The biggest challenge I have
faced at PC has been learning how to
deal with feeling unsatisfied. There
have been many moments in college
when I thought I knew myself and
what I wanted, but after having
obtained what I wanted, I was left
still not feeling satisfied. Last year
as I read with a heavy heart from
Ecclesiastes in our beautiful chapel at
adoration one night, I was struck by
this verse: “God has made everything
appropriate to its time, but has put
[eternity] into their hearts so they
cannot find out, from beginning to

Friars Club, Campus Ministry, Student Congress, BOP, and BMSA serve as some PC's most influential
clubs and organizations.

end, the work which God has done”
(Ecc. 3:11). We are temporary, finite
beings with eternity in our hearts—
nothing of this world could possibly
ever satisfy us in a real, lasting way.
AG: One of the biggest challenges
I faced was during my sophomore
year. I am also on the swim team
here, and I had to “redshirt” the entire
year from swimming, which means
I couldn’t compete due to an injury.
However, that was also my first year
on BOP, and provided me with the
opportunity to dedicate all of my
energy, effort, and love to BOP. It was
a blessing in disguise that I was not
able to compete that year because
I had more time to go to more BOP
events and make amazing memories
with the club.
AB: Working with close-minded
people. I find that I am very
comfortable being myself in all
spaces, but it hurts me that people
cannot feel the same way or struggle
with working with people that are not

like themselves. But it's okay, things
happen and sometimes I have to
expect that.
If you could tell your first-year self
anything, what would you say?
KC: I would tell my first-year self
to make yourself a priority. College
is about learning who you are, and
you need to take time to do that. Take
the time to process and learn about
yourself. Do things for you that are in
your best interest because that is how
you will figure yourself out and how
you can help others.
AT: Do yourself a favor and get rid
of all of your skirts, dance a lot more,
and share more of yourself with those
around you because people are not
always what you expect.
BZ: The best piece of advice that I
have received and that I wish I could
tell my freshman self came from
someone you may have known as
Daniel Arteaga ’19, but who is now
Br. Raphael Mary. It is that you have
to pray knowing that God will take

Female executives have made up the majority of top campus leadership positions twice in two years.

NICHOLAS CRENSHAW '20/THECOWL

care of everything. Sometimes we
can feel like God does not hear our
prayers because He is not answering
in the way we want or expect Him to.
But it’s important to remember that
we cannot always see God weaving
our stories day by day; rather, in
hindsight, we can see in the small
things how He has equipped us and
carried us exactly where we should
be.
What is the best piece of advice you
have received at PC?
AG: Be who you are and say what
you feel because those who matter
don’t mind, and those who mind
don’t matter.
AB: Meeckral “Meecky” Searight
[from the Personal Counseling Center]
told me that I cannot control what is
not in my own control, so I should
not stress over what I do not have the
direct ability to change. Ever since
then, I have been a lot less stressed.
AT: You are more respected being
yourself than anyone else.

NICHOLAS CRENSHAW '20/THECOWL
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Have Something
to Say?
Write a Letter to
the Editor!

Email editor@thecowl.com
What’s Up
This Week
in Friartown?
Sept. 12: Resturant Bingo (9 p.m., McPhail’s)
Sept. 13: 21+ Newport Vineyard Wine Tasting (4 p.m.,
McPhail’s)
Sept. 13: Old School Gym Class Night 8 p.m., Slavin
Atrium, Slavin Lawn, and ’64 Hall)
Sept. 14: WaterFire Trip (meet 6 p.m. at Huxley Gate,
lighting begins at 7 p.m.)
Sept. 15: Music Faculty Recital - A Recital of American
Songs (3 p.m., Ryan Concert Hall, Smith Center for the
Arts)
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Why YOU Need to Count Yourself in the Census
by Savannah Plaisted ’21
Opinion Staff
CAMPUS

With 2020 quickly approaching,
it is more important than ever for
Providence College students to be
aware of the role they play in the
upcoming census.
Although most students have a
basic understanding of what the census
is—in essence, a head count of the U.S.
population—they may not understand
the gravity of the impacts the census
will have on the next 10 years of politics.
The most crucial thing for PC
students to be aware of in this upcoming
census is that if they are a student
residing on campus, they must count
themselves and cannot be counted by
their parents, given the fact that they
live most of the year on campus.
In addition, understanding what the
census determines is crucial to realizing
its importance.
The
census
is
used
for
reapportioning Congressional seats,
determining Medicare and Medicaid

funding allotted to states, infrastructure
reform, and services provided to groups
in need.
The census is far more than a simple
head count. Not only do the results
have clear political implications, there
are also lives depending on programs
like Medicare and Medicaid.
Another concern is President Donald
Trump’s continued claims that he will
use the information found in 2020 to
deport undocumented immigrants,
even though this is not legally possible
for anyone to do—the President of the
United States included.
Trump has officially dropped his
plan to include a citizenship question
on the census in the face of multiple
Federal Courts, including the Supreme
Court, ruling against him.
The Census Board has been
approached by various organizations
since its founding to provide the names
of specific people to groups such as
the FBI, and the Board prides itself
on having never backed down to big
organizations like this, and keeping the
information of individuals confidential.
Thus, President Trump’s attempt
was meant to be divisive in nature and

should not be heeded by the general
public.
The Rhode Island
Census Committee has
been working hard to
counter this rhetoric
and reassure people
that they can disclose
the
information
asked by the census
without
fear
of
deportation.
Given that this is
an article written for PC
students that are
residing in Rhode
Island most of the
year and could
impact the very
lives of these
students, it is
worth noting that
if people do not
fully participate
in this census,
Rhode
Island
is in danger of
losing one of its
two representatives
in the House.

With all of this in mind, please
consider the importance of
participating in the upcoming
2020 census. Even if you are
going abroad in the spring, use
an absentee census.
Know that, in light of
the court decisions against
President Trump, you
will not be deported for
answering the questions
on the census and that
there is a lot weighing on
these results.

PHOTO COURTESY OF
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Development of Western Civilization or White Civilization?
Moving towards a More Standarized, Diverse DWC Program
by Alyssa Cohen ’21
Opinion Staff
POLITICS
The controversy over the definition of “Western
Civilization” and the need to broaden the scope of the
DWC curriculum has been a hotly contested topic on
campus over the past several years.
Last semester Providence College held a forum to
discuss the meaning of Western Civilization and how its
definition correlates with the curriculum of DWC. The
workshop, entitled “The Misuses of Western Civilization,”
was comprised of a panel of DWC professors led by Dr.
Alexander Moffett, director of the DWC program. The
panel discussed the impact of white supremacy upon
present culture and its potential anti-Islamic implications
in the DWC classroom in light of the recent Christchurch
shooting in New Zealand. This discussion amongst
professors and students particularly illuminated the need
for a more standardized, diversified DWC curriculum.
The majority of professors on the panel emphasized the
importance of acknowledging the racial implications of
the DWC texts and reading from numerous perspectives,
such as female perspectives, as frequently as possible.
They also underscored the value of each DWC seminar
engaging in conversations about race and gender, in order
to abolish the “us versus them” attitude and acknowledge
the existence of white privilege as well as its impact on
the development of Western civilization and our present
society and culture.
Many professors on the panel emphasized how
incorporating a multitude of perspectives in the program
would provide students with a more honest, panoramic,
and ethical view of the development of Western
civilization.
Such professors also highlighted how the expansion of
the program’s scope of study could strive to combat the
fear, stereotyping, and ostracization of “the other” present
in the Providence College community and in American
culture at large.
Essentially, this dialogue illuminated a discord
within the DWC program—depending upon a student’s
professors, some sections of DWC read a diversity of
narratives and examine the texts through different gender,
cultural, and racial lenses while other sections maintain
the teaching of a narrow, white, male-centric perspective.

Anna Lane ’21, A DWC student in the Honors
Program, described her sections of DWC as being taught
through a more culturally “panoramic” lens.
“We read works last year like Incidents in the Life of a
Slave Girl by Harriet Jacobs to analyze a genuine firsthand
account of the experiences of a female African American
Slave and critiqued the white supremacy embedded
in texts like Oroonoko by Aphra Behn in our seminar
discussions,” said Lane.
Conversely, Vasco Medeiros ’21, recounted a different
experience with the DWC program, as he explained how
his DWC 102 team taught through a scope he dubbed
“microscopic.”
“Nearly every text we read was written from a white,
male, and in the majority of cases, Catholic perspective.
In fact, I think Shakespeare’s The Tempest may have been
the only non-religious work we read all semester,” said
Medeiros.
Clearly, Lane’s experience with DWC, through
studying a diversity of cultural and gender perspectives
helped her achieve a more complete and accurate
view of the establishment of the Western world from
that which the program provided to Medeiros. As
underscored by the stark contrasts between Lane and
Medeiros’ educational experiences with the College’s

DWC program, the need for a more standardized,
diversified curriculum across all DWC teams proves
essential in providing each of the College’s students
with the intricate humanities background the program
boasts.
According to PC’s website, DWC is promoted as
a program in which a student will “explore human
history through many perspectives—from literature to
philosophy to theology to art, and more.”
If the College truly strives to accomplish the sentiment
touted within this mission statement, the need for a
more inclusive and diverse curriculum is irrefutable.
Standardizing the inclusion of different gender,
ethnic, cultural, socioeconomic, and religious
perspectives within the curriculum of DWC will enable
PC to better accomplish the goals it defines for the DWC
program. Teaching, analyzing, and criticizing the broad
scope of human history through a variety of lenses
enables intellectual, empathic, and social growth within
an individual.
To that end, the diversification of the DWC curriculum
could aid the College in developing the next generation
of more informed voters, well-rounded employees,
and compassionate individuals that our society so
desperately yearns for.

PHOTO COURTESY OF PROVIDENCE COLLEGE

The College markets DWC as a life-changing course. Making the curriculum more 		
diverse will challenge students to consider other perspectives.
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OPINION

by Katie Torok ’20
Associate Editor-in-Chief
EDITOR’S COLUMN
By the end of Summer 2019, I
knew a handful of rising seniors who
already had their post-graduation
jobs lined up. Signed and all.

Even though they were breaking
out into completely different
industries from where I am heading,
and they signed with companies
who they have previously interned
for, I immediately started freaking
out about what I would do come
May or June 2020.
I would spend hours reading
forums about how hard it is to get
an entry level job in the publishing
industry.
At one point, I even went onto
some of the Big Five publishing
house career websites in hopes that
in ten months, the one entry level
job application I found would still
be open.
Days later when I returned to
the site, the job was closed and
removed. Great.
However, once I returned back
to Providence College a few weeks
ago, I realized that I was not the
only one who had no clue what they

TANGENTS
Normalize Mug
Carrying on Campus
If you take a look around campus on any given morning,
you will notice an abundance of students carrying travel
mugs to bring their coffee, tea, or other hot beverage to class.
Although travel mugs are a commonly used vessel, they are
not the only option.
A much smaller population of students prefer to fulfill their
beverage transportation needs with regular mugs. However,
these students often have to weather strange looks from people
as they walk around with a mug in hand.
Mug-carriers seem to be misunderstood at Providence
College.
There is a certain feeling that results from sipping out of a
mug, a unique feeling that cannot be felt when using a travel
mug. Travel mugs have narrow openings, causing you to take
less satisfying sips and blocking the pleasant aromas of your
drinks from enhancing your experience.
Also, some versions of Keurig machines are not tall enough
to fit a travel mug underneath. Therefore, in order to prepare
yourself a drink, you must first brew your beverage into a mug
and then transfer it over to a travel mug.
Not only does this require a lot of effort, but it also creates
more waste that could be avoided if you decide to enjoy your
beverage in a mug.
In a world full of judgment and divisions, let’s not add to
the hostility of it all by making mug-carriers on campus feel
unwelcomed.

would be doing in ten months’ time.
For those of us who do not have
a concrete plan: stop fretting and
enjoy senior year.
Your post-graduation plans are
important, but do not let them take
away from your current happiness.
Senior year is all about making your
final PC memories, not spending
hours worrying about the uncertain
future.
Go to the BOP events with free
food, the sports games, and the
dances that no one seems to want to
go to. I will see you there!
Am I nervous? Yes. Am I excited
to spend my final year at PC being
the Associate Editor-in-Chief for
The Cowl? Absolutely.
No matter where we end up
post-graduation, Friartown will
always be home, so make sure
your last memories are filled with
joy and happiness, not anxiety and
worry.

& TIRADES
Capturing the
Moment
College is such an exciting and memorable time in one’s
life, so why not document it? Taking photos is a way to stay
connected to moments in your life that matter to you. This
allows you to look back and appreciate your experiences and
how things may have changed as time flies by.
We are lucky enough to live in a time in which cameras
are always at our fingertips, so we should take advantage of
our ability to take photos of all the exciting, fun, and beautiful
moments in our lives.
This is especially true during one’s college years as people
are constantly changing, getting involved in new things, and
meeting new people. Therefore, taking pictures makes it easy to
reflect on these memorable times and to remember connections
with others.
This generation is criticized for always being on their phones,
constantly taking pictures, and posting on social media instead
of living in the moment. However, it is possible to still live in
the moment while digitally capturing memories in photos that
will last forever and can make life more fun and memorable.
Also, pictures do not have to be taken just for the sake of posting
them.
As college years fly by, one should take as many photos as
possible before graduation to collect fun and exciting memories
with your lifelong friends.
—Marie Sweeney ’20

—Kelly Wheeler ’21

Accuracy Watch
The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully
checks every article that goes into print to ensure that
the facts are presented clearly and truthfully. If you
find an error in any article, please email the Editorin-Chief at editor@thecowl.com. Corrections will be
printed as necessary.

Advertising
Contact The Cowl with advertising requests and
questions at cowlads@thecowl.com or, if necessary,
via telephone at 401-865-2214. Visit www.thecowl.
com/advertise for rates, publication dates, and
other information about advertising with The Cowl.
We reserve the right to decline any advertisement at
any time for any reason. We reserve the right to label
an advertisement with the word “Advertisement”
when, in our judgment, this action is necessary to
clearly distinguish between editorial material and
advertising.

Subscriptions
Subscription rate for a weekly issue by mail
is $100 per year. Send payment to The Cowl, 1
Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918; make
checks payable to The Cowl. Student subscription is
included in tuition fee; issues are available around
campus on Thursday nights.

The Cowl is a proud
member of the Associated
Collegiate Press.
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Where PC Students
Go to Eat
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Looking for a photography gig
to add to your resumé?

Apply for The Cowl’s photography section
online at www.thecowl.com/join
Email Our Managing Editor at

Welcome
Class of
2023!

See Your
Ad Here!
cowlads@thecowl.com
Looking for sales
experience? The Cowl’s
business section is hiring!

Interested in films,
theatre, art, or music?
Apply to
write for
Arts and
Entertainment!

Apply online at thecowl.com/join
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LEFT: On Friday, September 6, Wendy Coutu from the
Foreign Language Department helped host a fundraiser in
the Slavin Atrium to benefit the ALS Foundation and those
affected by the disease. Students, faculty, and staff were
encouraged to purchase a hanging pin-up that would be
displayed in the window and donate to the charity.
BELOW: Elizabeth Heller ’22 enjoys an afternoon at The
Boston Arts Festival located in Christopher Columbus
Park. Board of Programmers ran the off-campus activity
on Sunday, September 8. Students perused art galleries
and shopped from local art vendors.

BRIANNA COLLETTI ’21/ THE COWL

JAY WILLETT ’20/ THE COWL

ABOVE: Dr. Emily Wilson, professor of classical studies at The
University of Pennsylvania, speaks about translating Homer’s
Odyssey at the Humanities Forum on Friday, September 6. The
forum took place in the Ruane Center for the Humanities.
BELOW: The Providence College Women’s Soccer Team wins in a
double overtime game against University of Massachusetts-Lowell
on Thursday, September 5. Below, Angie Suaza ’23 is pictured
outrunning her opponent towards the ball.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Students listen as Chaplain Fr. Peter Martyr
Yungwirth, O.P., speaks outside St. Dominic Chapel at the
Candlelight Vigil organized by Active Minds and the Student
Advisory Board for Mental Health and Wellness to commemorate
World Suicide Prevention Day on Tuesday, September 10.

LILLIE HUNTER ’22/ THE COWL

LILLIE HUNTER ’22/ THE COWL

NICK CRENSHAW ’20/ THE COWL

Photos compiled by Nicholas Crenshaw ’20, Laura Chadbourne ’20, and Nora Johnson ’20, Photography Co-Editors
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Who do you want to see wearing
Providence College sweatpants next?

“My dog.”
Melissa Paugh ’21

“Shrek.”
Ricardo Saca Hernandez ’20

“Taylor Swift.”
Megan Rowlings ’21

“A$AP Rocky.”
Andy Chisholm ’22

“Obama.”
Kayla Luyo ’22

“Snoop Dog.”
Ramzi Qawasmy ’22

“Ray J.”
-Kim Kardashian
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Last Chance Mass Showcases Student Singers
Get to Know the 10 p.m. Mass Choir

by Catherine Goldberg ’20
A&E Staff
ON-CAMPUS
One of the most well-known traditions at Providence
College is the “Last Chance Mass,” celebrated every
Sunday at 10 p.m. in St. Dominics Chapel. It is the
final Mass of the weekend and the most well-attended.
There is an indescribable feeling of peace at
the Last Chance Mass, which for students marks
the end of one busy week and a pause before the
next. The lights are dimmed low, candles are lit,
and the St. Dominic Ensemble plays folk music.
St. Dominic Ensemble performs at every 10 p.m.
Mass, specializing in contemporary Christian music.
This year’s choir is led by Fiona Pearlman ’20 and
consists of nine other singers and musicians: John
Duffy ’20, Brooke Douglass ’21, Abby Kojoian ’21,
Kevin Lydon ’21, Nolan Donato ’22, Catalina Mazo ’22,
Grace Dizon ’23, Joe Genest ’22, and Steph Rizzo ’20.
Pearlman always knew that music was an
important part of her life. She said her mother
and Nana always told her that “singing is praying
twice.” She never understood what that meant until
she sang along with the music at Mass. Pearlman
said, “music taught me what prayer is, who God is,
how He loves me, and how He has been present in
my life all along.” When she was a sophomore, she
decided to audition for the Ensemble, even though
she did not feel like she was religious enough to
be a part of such a faithful group. Yet, she ended
up making it. Now, Pearlman not only gets to
express her love for music every Sunday, but she
gets to praise and worship God, with whom she

St. Dominic’s Ensemble performs contemporary Christian music at the 10 p.m. masses.

has become closer because of the choir. Her favorite
part of singing at the Mass is “being able to spread
God’s love to others through the beauty of music.”
The College community is extremely grateful to
have singers and musicians like this group to keep the
tradition of the Last Chance Mass alive. Some of this
year’s group’s favorite songs to sing are “Lord I Need
You,” “Heart of Worship,” and “Out of Hiding.” Sarah
Kerrigan ’20 says she loves going to the Mass because

PHOTO COURTESY OF FLICKR

she “really feels the Friar family come together.”
This tradition has been bringing students closer
to God for generations. Alumni and parents will
get the chance to experience the music of the 10
p.m. Mass during Homecoming Weekend on
Sunday, October 6 at 9 a.m. with folk music by
Bob Pfunder ’09 and Liz Cotrupi Pfunder ’08. The
Mass will be celebrated by Rev. James Cuddy, O.P.
’98 with members of the Dominican community.

Altruistic Art: WaterFire Continues Legacy of Charity
Plans to Celebrate National Recovery Month
by Julia Vaccarella ’20
A&E Staff
VARIETY
WaterFire is a recurring event
that attracts crowds from across the
Providence College community and
the city of Providence each and every
year. The lightings begin in late spring
and run well into the fall season. Taking
place in the Downtown area along the
Providence River, WaterFire offers its
visitors a picturesque view of the city.
There are a surplus of reasons that
WaterFire has been able to attract
so many individuals over the years.
Firstly, WaterFire is typically looked
at as a social event from the eyes of its
participants. Lightings are admissionfree and open to the public. However,
it is evident that a significant degree
of thought and preparation is put into
each lighting. Additionally, WaterFire
also connects with local businesses
around the state to support its events.
Moreover, those who have attended
the showings in recent years are
a testament to the revitalization
of Providence as a whole. This is
because WaterFire allows visitors
to see the artistic landscape that
pervades the city. In addition to the
natural views of the water, lightings
are often accompanied by music
and other types of performance art.
WaterFire
is
a
nonprofit
organization “whose mission is to
inspire Providence and its visitors

by revitalizing the urban experience,
fostering community engagement,
and creatively transforming the city by
presenting WaterFire for all to enjoy.”
As a result, the organization relies
heavily upon unpaid volunteers to fuel
its events. Additionally, visitors from
outside of the area flock to WaterFire
each year to experience it first-hand.
To take it one step further, WaterFire
is conducting an Arts and Health
Series. A component of this program
will be attributed to the celebration
of National Recovery Month, which
focuses on substance abuse treatment
and other mental health services. This
year, the organization has partnered
with another local nonprofit, Rally 4

Recovery RI. The organization plans
to present audiences with a variety of
entertainment, such as film productions,
throughout the month of September.
Although this is not the first year
in which the two organizations have
decided to work together, the cosponsorship is a fitting way to celebrate
the 30th anniversary of National
Recovery Month. According to an
article written by WaterFire employee,
Tim Blankenship, Rally 4 Recovery RI
concludes these events by honoring
those who have been impacted by drug
and alcohol addiction. Culminating
with rallies throughout several cities in
Rhode Island, and one in Providence
on Sept. 14, WaterFire will hold a

Barnaby Evans originally created WaterFire Providence in 1994 to celebrate the city’s beauty.

lighting in support of this cause. The
organization seeks to assist and promote
awareness for those that are struggling
as well as individuals in recovery.
The WaterFire website states, “The
power of WaterFire Providence to
attract millions of visitors is eloquent
testimony to the importance of public
art and its capacity to restore our urban
and social landscape.” Just as with
WaterFire Providence, Rally 4 Recovery
RI is a nonprofit that contributes
positively to the community of
Providence and beyond. Many
can attest to the fact that WaterFire
provides functional entertainment
for its participants but ultimately
serves
much
larger
purposes.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
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Jonas Brothers Premier Happiness Begins World Tour
Boy Band Sells Out Times Union Center

by Grace Whitman ’22
A&E Staff
MUSIC
“If you told me two years ago that I would
be on this stage, I would say you’re lying. But
tonight, I’m here with my brothers,” said Kevin
Jonas to a nearly sold-out Times Union Center
in Albany, New York on Monday, August 19.
As the lights went down and the music started
“Burnin’ Up,” thousands of predominantly
female audience members began screaming at
the top of their lungs as childhood memories
came flowing back. The Jonas Brothers have been
part of the entertainment industry since their
days on Disney Channel. They starred in their
own show JONAS and their original movies,
Camp Rock and Camp Rock 2: The Final Jam, which
helped them gain a dedicated fan base. They
released four studio albums from 2005 to 2009 and
canceled their anticipated fifth studio album V
before shocking fans with a six-year band hiatus.
The Happiness Begins World Tour by the Jonas
Brothers has already been wildly successful in
promoting their fifth studio album, Happiness
Begins (2019), which topped the Billboard
Top 200 in June of 2019. The tour began on
August 7, 2019, in Miami, Florida and is set to
conclude on February 22, 2020, in Paris, France.
As Joe Jonas began the concert with “I’m hot,
you’re cold” from their 2008 hit single “Burnin’
Up,” the audience erupted with screams.
Pyrotechnics shot up into the air as the three
brothers were lifted onto the stage through star
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traps wearing bright orange, green, and blue suits.
Finding a happy medium between sticking to
their roots and branching out to new music could
not have been an easy task when they created
the set list. But, of course, the Jonas Brothers
did just that, adding the perfect amount of both.
After playing a few songs from their new album,
including “Rollercoaster,” “Cool,“ and “Only
Human,” they decided to throw the show back
to 2008, which truly got the audience excited.
Throughout the night, they alternated between
two different stages in the arena, which gave
everyone in attendance a chance to see them

up close and personal. The special part about
the show was the fact that they decided to
play specific songs that each audience wanted
to hear. They pulled suggestions from the
crowd before choosing “Best Friends” and
“Gotta Find You” as the nightly fan requests.
But it was ultimately Jonas Brothers classics
like “That’s the Way We Roll,” “Fly with
Me,“and the sensational “Lovebug” that had
the audience pumped the most. The show
featured over two dozen songs, each of them
coupled with the audience singing along.
As the three brothers have grown up in the
public eye for their entire life, the concert told a
story of their life through screened visuals that
showed the brothers turning into much younger
versions of themselves. This added a nostalgic feel
to the show as fans were also sent back to simpler
days in their lives. All the background videos
culminated with a final clip of Kevin Jonas with his
two daughters along with the brothers performing
their ultimate song of reconciliation, “Comeback.”
The show ended with the songs “Year 3000”
and “Sucker,” which left the crowd smiling
from ear to ear while walking out of the arena,
with maybe a little hearing loss from the noise.
If you happened to miss this go-around of the
Happiness Begins Tour, do not worry as you will
only have to wait “A Little Bit Longer.” The Jonas
Brothers will be back in the Northeast later this year.
On Nov. 24, the tour will be making a “Comeback”
to Boston, Massachusetts at TD Garden. If you
do not already have tickets, do not “Hesitate”
as it will be worth it “Every Single Time. “

K-pop Band Performs a Historical Show in New York
by Sara Conway ’21
A&E Co-Editor
MUSIC
Fans at Town Hall in New York City
on Sept. 1 during the Korean pop-rock
band, The Rose’s, concert experienced
a series of unfortunate events. Main
vocalist, Woosung, realized his
microphone had not been turned on
amid the opening chords of the first song
of the show, and the band also noticed
that the keyboard of other member,
Dojoon, had never been turned on.
However, the members rose above
these unplanned challenges, taking the
opportunity to greet and laugh with
their fans. Black Roses, the name of the
fans of The Rose, lucked out being at a
venue that does not have a bad seat in the
house as they unexpectedly witnessed
the band doing soundcheck due to
the aforementioned complications.
Town Hall declares themselves
to be “at the crossroads of culture
and history,” yet again proving to
be an appropriate venue to host The
Rose. The band sets themselves apart
from the mainstream K-pop formula
of groups who are dominated by
complex choreography and upbeat
pop music, something that people
are drawn towards as seen in the
unwavering energy the night of Sept.
1 and the band’s previous world tours.
The Rose is breaking further into
the music scene after turning heads
with their debut single, “Sorry,” their
identity as instrumentalists and selfcomposers—lending inspiration from
British pop—as well as the distinct
tones of all of the members’ voices.
The Korean pop-rock band is
comprised of four members: leader,
main vocalist, and electric guitarist,
Woosung; vocalist, keyboardist, and
acoustic guitarist, Dojoon; drummer
and sub-vocalist, Hajoon; and bassist
and sub-vocalist Jaehyeong. Three
out of the four current members

The Rose creates a K-pop adjacent sound, drawing inspiration from British bands.

(Dojoon, Hajoon, and Jaehyeong) had
previously been in a band together
called Windfall. Once Woosung joined
the other three members, the group
changed their name to The Rose and
debuted on August 3, 2017 under J&Star
Company with their single, “Sorry.”
Although The Rose only has a
discography of 12 songs, their music
has made enough waves for them
to embark on two world tours. The
Paint it Rose Tour in 2018 traveled to
locations in Europe, the United States,
Mexico, and South America, and a
second round of touring, rebranded
as Paint It Rose 2018 In Europe: 2nd
Coloring, occurred in Europe again
and in Australia. Prior to the kickoff of the first leg of the Paint It Rose
Tour, The Rose released their first
mini-album titled Void on April 16,
2018. Before the band’s second round
of touring, they released their second
mini album, Dawn, on Oct. 4, 2018.
The Rose’s current tour, We Rose You
Live, started in Seoul on Aug. 17 in the
wake of the band releasing the songs
“RED” and “California” a few days
before. The We Rose You Live world tour
has taken the group to the East Coast,
Midwest, and, soon, to the West Coast
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with their shows in Seattle and Los
Angeles happening mid-September.
The venue on Sept. 1 was full of
energetic singing and screams, steady
vocals, and the powerful playing
of instruments. Through their live
performances, The Rose has showcased
their strengths as singers, musicians,
and
entertainers
through
their
versatility and individuality as a band.
The Rose’s connection with their
fans creates a unique bond between
themselves and the people who support
them the most. The title of The Rose’s
ongoing tour is a testament to this
connection—”we rose you” in place
of “we love you.” As an appropriate
nod to the tour name, the band began
their show with their song, “I.L.Y.,”
although it was rearranged to be better
suited to kick-off the two-hour show.
Amid the encore songs, the members
of The Rose and the Black Roses also
started shouting “we love you” at each
other, neither wanting to stop first.
Although the concert started out less
smoothly than anticipated, the energy
of the members and Black Roses and
their love for one another stayed
strong throughout the rough patches.
The Rose performed fan favorites such

as “Candy (so good),” “California,”
and “She’s in the Rain” as well as
unreleased songs including “OMG,”
“Photographer,” and “Beautiful Girl,”
which had only been released on
Woosung’s YouTube and Soundcloud.
Instead of playing all of their limited
songs in the first half of the show, The
Rose performed covers to break up
their songs such as “Breakeven” (The
Script), “Sign of the Times” (Harry
Styles), and “ILYSB” (LANY). Each
member also showcased their vocals
and strong stage presence through
their solo songs: Dojoon sang “Hold
Back The River” by James Bay,
while drummer Hajoon and bassist
Jaehyeong collaborated on a duet of
“Soldier” by Before You Exit. Woosung
closed the cover section of the show by
performing songs from his new minialbum, Wolf. Woosung’s first solo song,
“lonely,” stunned fans and sparked
cheers as he sang part of it acapella
before launching into singing the entire
song. The title song of Wolf, “Face,”
was accented with Woosung working
the stage with an American flag, given
to him by a fan, fluttering behind him.
The songs of the encore of We
Rose You Live—which indicated
the winding down of the concert,
though not in the sense of the energy
of the venue and the band—included
The Rose’s debut song, “Sorry,” the
frenzied and exciting “BABY,” and
“Take Me Down” from the group’s
second mini-album, Dawn. The night
ended with the band’s newest single,
“RED,” its feel-good and bright vibe
carrying on the energy that existed
in Town Hall from the moment
The Rose stepped onto the stage.
The Rose stands out in the K-pop
scene with their pop-rock sound—a
sound that is rarely explored through
the top-charting K-pop groups—
unique vocals, and self-composed
songs confirming the band’s ability
to carve out a successful space for
themselves in a saturated industry.
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BROCKHAMPTON Returns with New Album GINGER
Rap Group Reunites to Overcome Adversity
by Daniel O’Neill ’21
A&E Staff
MUSIC
On Aug. 23, BROCKHAMPTON released their
fifth studio album, GINGER. The album came after the
group took a hiatus. The group struggled to grow as
musicians and keep making music after Ameer Vann
was forced out of the group due to accusations of sexual
misconduct. Vann was widely regarded by many fans
as the best rapper in the group, and his exit caused
confusion that ultimately led to the group’s hiatus.
Kevin Abstract told GQ, “We want to make a summer
album” with regard to GINGER. This is clearly shown
in their songs, since this album seems to be not only
the happiest, but the most emotional album in their
catalogue. On top of that, this is the second album
since Vann left the group. Their last album, iridescence,
was a struggle to produce since Vann’s verses needed
to be cut out, and production was not as strong as it
was in their previous work. GINGER, however, seems
to be their best work yet with regard to production.
BROCKHAMPTON is known as a gang of
eccentric mavericks who preach their experiences
of loneliness and depression. While there
are songs on GINGER that reflect these same
ideas, the overall production shows a clear
step in the right direction for them; there is an
underlying theme of rebirth and happiness.
One of the things that makes BROCKHAMPTON
special as a group is that they work incredibly well
together to create a unique style of rap. The reason
that they all work so well together is that they are
their own individual artists with their own visions.
Together, BROCKHAMPTON creates incredible
music that stands out in the music industry.
Yet the most important thing to realize from
GINGER is that each artist in the group seems to be

more comfortable with their own artistic motives
and visions. It is clear that the group is growing in
different directions musically in their verse style, but
circumstances allowed them to come together after
a break to show how they have matured as artists.
GINGER sounds like there is an actual dialogue
occurring between all of the members instead of
separate songs entirely. While all of the songs clearly
have their own flow and style, they fit together
collectively. Many fans think that the SATURATION
trilogy released in 2017 was their best, but GINGER
manages to come together as a strong competitor.
The musical growth that the group has

experienced can be shown through influence from
many genres including gospel and rock and roll.
In “SUGAR” there is acoustic guitar and obvious
influence from folk and rock genres. Gospel comes
into play on the final track of the album “VICTOR
ROBERTS” in a way that shows elements of spoken
word while keeping the typical hip-hop sound
of BROCKHAMPTON in the heart of the song.
Overall, GINGER shows an unexpected growth
in the members of the group. Losing their best
rapper may have temporarily thrown the group
off of their game, but BROCKHAMPTON’s
hiatus resulted in their most powerful album yet.

GINGER is BROCKHAMPTON’s sixth studio album in the past four years.
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Seasonal Update: The September Streaming Schedule
Netflix and Hulu Battle for Streaming Supremacy
by Anne DeLello ’20
A&E Staff
TELEVISION/FILM
With every new season comes a new
set of shows and movies to be added
to the various streaming sites; Netflix
and Hulu are the main competitors
once again. In a world where cable is
slowly dying and the entertainment
competition is fierce, streaming
services must keep their material
fresh, both with their own original
productions and with older movies
and shows from different networks.
Netflix, a pioneer in the industry, is
adding a variety of movies and shows
to its site throughout September. Some
classics that will be added are Superbad
on Sept. 1, along with The Lord of the
Rings: The Return of the King, and
The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers.
Forty-one of the new additions to
Netflix will be originals. Some notable
originals, according to Vulture, are
Surviving R. Kelly, which will delve
into the allegations of sexual assault
against American singer R. Kelly, as
well as The Spy. The Spy is a six-hour
miniseries based off the work of a real
Mossad agent named Eli Cohen, a man
who went undercover in Syria in the
early 1960s. The Hollywood Reporter
describes the series as “shocking
and
unfathomable,”
particularly
since it is based on true events.
Though Netflix seems to be releasing
the most originals this September,
Hulu is also releasing a great variety of

While Netflix plans to dominate with their originals, Hulu plans to focus on streaming network television shows.

movies. The new titles range from the
rom-com classics 50 First Dates and 27
Dresses, to the Lethal Weapon franchise.
While there are a limited amount of
Hulu originals compared to Netflix,
Hulu stands out in the number of new
seasons it has of preexisting shows.
The premiere of the final season
of the popular ABC show Modern
Family can be seen on Hulu starting
on Sept. 26. Some other fan favorites

premiering on Hulu include season
four of This is Us, and season three
of The Good Doctor, both on Sept. 24.
For Hulu customers who also
have an HBO premium account or
a STARZ premium account, there is
exclusive access to additional movies
each month. These additional movies
include the thriller Fast and Furious
for HBO subscribers and the classic
Moneyball for STARZ subscribers.
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The battle between streaming
services will continue as cable
becomes less and less popular among
viewers, and companies like Netflix
and Hulu gain more competitors. As
the competition increases, the sites
will have to keep adding new content
for their viewers, so fans of the
streaming sites can remain confident
that they will keep gaining new shows
to watch in the months to come.
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by Clara Howard ’20
Portfolio Staff
POETRY

Freshman year English class,
my teacher asked us to open Macbeth
and ever since then,
his lady has meant
"ambition" to me.
And ever since then I've been told I should act
like my life has one track
that’ll bring me straight to the throne
otherwise known
as a job I'd want to write home about.
But I gotta say…
I really wanna take a different route.
Because who wants to kill their mind
or break their heart
just to claim they've “mastered the art”
of climbing a ladder that's missing rungs
and doesn't even start
at the same level for everyone?
And, y’know, I can wash my hands as much as I want,
but my faults don't hide in the stars,
they stay in the front of my mind
because they like to haunt me.
Like, hey, remember that time
you were almost at the top,
but then your eyes looked down
as your hand reached up
and you dropped to the ground
with no one to stop your fall?
They like to taunt me,
reminding me constantly
of what I could’ve had by now
if I’d only paid attention to how
Lady Macbeth unsexed herself.
But the thing is,
I’ve never wanted to sell myself
to prove I am capable of more.
The thing is,
I’m content with Cawdor.
And even if success is a distant shore,
I’d rather lag behind
than get stuck in the grind
of people with tunnel vision,
brought on by ambition,
who make it their life’s mission
to fulfill a self-made prophecy
that says they have to leave
some sort of grand legacy.
Don’t they know it’s okay to just be?
Fall semester Shakespeare class,
my professor asked us to open Macbeth,
and when I read it again,
his lady still meant
"ambition" to me.
And, honestly,
more’s the pity.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIACOMMONS.COM & PEXELS.COM
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Internal Beauty
by Grace O'Connor ’22
Portfolio Staff
FICTION

She looked down at the
picture longingly as she
walked down the beach.
Her fingers wiped off the
thin layer of dust as they
brushed over the creases
on the photo. Her smile
was big and bright and
her eyes had this twinkle
of hope. Looking at the
photo of when she was in
college gave her nostalgia.
A smile streched across her
face and her eyes slowly
filled up with tears as she
remembered the day it was
taken. She would give up
anything to be back in that
moment of liberation and
pure contentment.
Her three kids were
mostly grown up and
battling the real world
on their own, while her
husband seemed to spend
more time in the office than
paying attention to her.
She’s remarkable to say
the least but doesn’t see it
herself. She’s an incredible
mother, and the most
gregarious person, but she
carries around a burden
that weighs her down.
Even with her family she
sometimes feels all alone.

She feels as if the walls are
closing in on her, slowly
but surely. She does not
completely understand the
world around her because
of its absence of authenticity
compared to when she
grew up. Growing up,
her life was simple and it
made sense to her. She had
always liked the seemingly
insignificant aspects of life,
which she approached with
her big heart. The man she
married was completely
different; he was a man
who did not prefer a simple
life but one that was fastpaced and regular. He
had a big personality, and
an unforgettable sense
of humor. When they got
married, they bought a
small house in the town he
grew up in and had their
three children. Having these
three children made the
woman choose family over
her over job so she could
raise them.
This decision came to
her easily because it would
never cross her mind to ask
her husband to give up his
father’s legacy. Any parent
would say raising children

is not easy but this woman
did it effortlessly, with
a smile on her face. Her
children all grew up to be
determined, hardworking
individuals who got to
the places they did with
many bumps along the
way. They became who
they are because of her.
Through every bump, she
was there to alleviate the
drop. Through every track
meet, math exam, spelling
bee, her encouragement was
tangible. She made you feel
as if you could do anything
that you set your mind to
no matter the circumstance.
Although every mother is
special in her own way, this
woman put every ounce
of energy into putting
everyone else’s needs above
her own. Her selflessness is
palpable and moving.
The warmth of the sun
started to sink into her
skin as she closed her eyes
and wished to stay in that
moment on the beach. The
moment when she had
no worries, did not have
to think about the future.
She was about to lose an
integral part of her identity

and she still did not know
how to cope with this
loss. Her youngest child
is headed off to college
tomorrow. Her daughter is
her rock, her best friend.
The woman felt she had
lost her worth. She would
no longer be a full-time
mother, she would not
have her children to
explain all the things she
did not understand, and
most importantly, she felt
that she would not get the
love she needed to keep
living everyday anymore.
She watched as the wave
in front of her was sucked
back into the never-ending
water. As much as she
wanted to go back to the
past, she understood that
every day has a purpose.
Her unconditional love
for the people around her
is what keeps her going
even if she does not get the
same love in return. Her
internal beauty illuminates
far beyond what her eye
can see. She gives her
heart to the world with
no expectations and no
limitations.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF PEXELS.COM AND PIXABAY.COM

The Dark
by Jay Willett ’20
Portfolio Staff
PROSE POETRY

Adrenaline, the veins on my temple popped, blood
pumped away from the brain and into the legs. Don’t look back,
otherwise, it’ll get you. Though the basement was finished, and
the carpet bristled under my pacing feet, it was a dungeon,
miles underneath Celtic gravel. Stripped of sight, the setting of
childhood playdates slapping foam pucks in mini hockey had
become barren and foreign. The Upside Down, limbo, a ravine
of lost dreams, tunneling me through a time unseen. Vampires,
zombies, monsters, and ghouls, creatures any child would fear
were not in my mind. Rather, we know the more horrifying
happens during the day. But the dark will never let thoughts
recede, fear of the Alone can’t be held at bay. A monster could
grab me, that wasn’t what I feared. Breathing increased, chest
heaved, my small body climbed the stairs with ease. Sweats
came after, at the top, culprit Christian snickering about what
he’d done. Enveloped in light, peering down from where I had
emerged, the soft smile of the void flickered back.
See you again!
PHOTOS COURTESY OF PEXELS.COM & PIXABAY.COM & GRAPHIC DESIGN BY CONNOR ZIMMERMAN '20
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Questions
by Sarah Heavren ’21
Portfolio Staff
POETRY

What is a poem?
It’s a series of words.
Its lines contain more
Than a rhyme to be heard.

What is a painting?
It is meant to express
A certain idea
That shouldn’t be suppressed.

What is a story?
It’s something to be told.
It’s happy or sad
Based off how it unfolds.

What is a prayer?
It’s something from the heart.
When words seem to fail,
All you must do is start.

Magic

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PIXABAY.COM

by Sam Pellman ’20
Portfolio Staff

CREATIVE NON-FICTION

I turned around one more
time and swallowed back
the tears that were forming.
I’d be back in four months,
but why did that feel like
an eternity in this moment?
No, I can’t cry, I won’t.
The car ride was silent.
No one knew what to say.
I was leaving my home,
my family, and my friends,
and all I could try to think
was that this will be good
for me. I tried to have the
excited airport feeling
you have when you are
heading off to a vacation,
but excitement was the last
thing I felt in that moment.
I waved one more goodbye
to my parents as I walked
to the gate, not letting them
see the tears in my eyes. I’ll
be home soon…
Fast forward to the plane.
My stomach was in knots
and I could feel myself
sweating from the nerves.
I had to get off this plane,
this was all too much. What
is it going to be like? Will I
remember how to use my
French? Where am I going

to live? Who am I going
to meet? The thoughts
were racing through my
head, I felt myself getting
sick. It was the middle of
January, and the day had
come to pack up as much
of my life as I could fit in
two suitcases and plop
myself in a foreign country
thousands of miles from
home by myself. Wait,
was I crazy? Who let me
do this? This is so not me.
Maybe I should just fly
back home.
I got off the plane and
thought I would feel instant
magic. But guess what?
That’s not the reality. The
reality is that I was in a
foreign country, in a huge
airport, by myself, without
a working phone or an idea
of where to go. There was
no magic. In fact, this felt
like my worst nightmare.
All I could do was breathe.
If there is one thing I’ve
learned in the past, it’s not
to get my hopes up for an
unrealistic journey. This
was real life, and it was

going to take some time.
I followed the signs, even
though some of the words
were unfamiliar.
Paris would give me
magic, but I had to be
willing to let it.
I raced to the meeting
spot and was helped by a
professor from the program
with getting a cab. The taxi
driver didn’t speak a word
of English which made me
panic. There is no way I
can survive here for four
months with what seemed
to be a language barrier
I could never get over. I
stared out the window.
Paris was different from
how I remembered it.
Granted, the airport was
forty minutes from the city
itself, but I certainly didn’t
feel magic when I looked at
the buildings and roads in
front of me. Don’t force it, I
thought. It will come.
All I wanted to do was
call my parents and tell
them I was freaking out.
Too bad my phone didn’t
work. Why was I staring

at it waiting to get a text
or a call? And that’s when
it happened. I looked up
and saw it. The magic
filled my lungs to the
brim. We were driving
right past the Eiffel Tower
and as cliché as it was, I
was relieved. This was the
Paris I remembered. This
was my home for the next
four months and it was
in that moment that the
excitement I pushed so far
back was finally beginning
to break through. All this
time I allowed myself
to become so anxious
and worried that I was
forgetting the reason I
came here. And that was
to feel this magic every
single day because it’s
what I deserved and it’s
what I needed. I needed
a change, I needed an
adventure. This was going
to be good, and I couldn’t
wait to see where my
adventure was going to
take me. Paris gave me
magic, and I was ready to
use it.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PEXELS.COM & PIXABAY.COM
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The Other World

Tiffany &
Earl

by Erin Venuti ’20
Portfolio Staff

Making PC an emotionally stable
place one letter at a time

FICTION

In the third grade, your world is very small. There’s the house, the grocery
store, the dance studio. Most importantly, there’s that brick building with the
linoleum floors and the bright fluorescent lights to which you’re transported
each morning in your mom’s trusted minivan. This is the elementary school.
This was Fay’s world. But unlike most, Fay wasn’t satisfied with the size of
her world. Fay wanted her world to be bigger. So, she discovered the fairies.
Well, she wanted to believe that she discovered the fairies, though she
was sure the fairies had been the ones to discover her — fairies had a very
distinctive ability to hide.
Their first encounter was during recess, after a particularly grueling math
class. While most of her class took off towards the soccer field, Fay made her
way towards the playground, claiming one of the metal swings by the edge of
the woods.
She began to pump her feet, smiling in satisfaction as she rose, as if by magic.
The field in the distance, populated by her screeching peers, zoomed in and
out of view. When her feet could reach no higher, Fay let go of the swing and
launched herself into flight.
Too soon, her feet connected with the ground. Then her knees and her hands.
Dust clouded her vision. When she regained herself, she rolled over, so she was
sitting on the ground, and inspected herself for injuries which, thankfully, she
seemed to be lacking.
Everything was quiet, as if the playground had been transported to
someplace miles away. The only sound, aside from Fay’s steadying heartbeat,
was of the whisper of wind drifting lazily towards the woods, towards the
opening of the path she hadn’t noticed earlier.
Fay stood, without struggle, and stepped cautiously towards the entrance.
She did not hear the sound of the bell, or of her peers stampeding the door, or
of the teacher shouting her name, half an hour later, when it was discovered she
had not returned to class…
But if she had heard, Fay wouldn’t have cared. Her world was bigger now.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF PEXELS.COM

Listomania*

Things the City of Providence could have put on
Eaton Street other than a bike lane
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dorms
A torch
A scooter lane
More hot dog carts
An Insomnia Cookie
Nitro Cart drive-thru
More parking spaces
Trees
A canal for Waterfire
A slip n’ slide
Designated Uber pick up spot
Designated vaping zone
White Claw garden
Designated darty zone
An amusement park train
Mental/emotional breakdown lane

*Listomania and Tiffany & Earl are both satirical pieces that do not reflect the views of Providence College or The Cowl.

Dear Tiff and Earl,
My roommate went to find
the tunnels and I haven’t
seen him in a week. What
should I do?
Sincerely,
Only Slightly Concerned
Dear Only Slightly
Concerned,
Here’s something
they don’t tell you in
orientation: Yes, you’re
technically not supposed
to know about the tunnels
but that’s because there’s a
basilisk down there (If you
don’t know what that is, I
would recommend reading
some Harry Potter ASAP
for your own safety). If
you haven’t seen or heard
from your roommate in a
while, try not to assume
the worst, but it might be
smart to pick up a sword
made of pure silver on
your next trip to Shaw’s.
Follow the spiders,

Tiff
Dear Only the Lonely,
I don’t want to seem
dramatic, but it’s time to
call in the troops. Send
the call to every GroupMe
you’re in (yes, even your
orientation group). Amass
cases of White Claw and
Natty Light. We all have
to go in together if anyone
hopes to survive. The
ghosts of golf parties past
will not spare anyone.
Together, we must rise up
by descending beneath
Howley. Together, we will
prevail. PC students will
have their vengeance, in
this life or the next.
With a warrior’s
spirit,

Earl
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Men’s Soccer Picks Up First Road Victory

Friars Look to Get Back on Track at Home vs. Sacred Heart
by Cam Smith ’21
Sports Assistant Editor
MEN’S SOCCER
The Providence College Men’s Soccer Team went
on the road for the first time last Friday night, traveling
to the State University of New York at Albany for a tilt
against a gritty Great Danes squad. The result: a solid 1-0
road victory for the Friars.
PC dominated the first half, although the score
remained tied when the halftime buzzer sounded. The
Friars dominated possession, putting together some
great link-up play that netted several good chances on
goal. In total, PC outshot the Great Danes four to one
in the half, never letting the opposing squad get a good
look on net.
The Friars were quick out of the gate in the second
half, putting pressure on the UAlbany defense almost
immediately. That pressure resulted in the first and only
goal of the night in the 49th minute when Trevor Davock
’20 RS slotted a shot past the UAlbany keeper from the
top right-hand corner of the box. He was assisted by
Esben Wolf ’23, who made a great pass up the right wing
to find Davock in scoring position.
The next 25 minutes were more of the same for PC,
as solid passing and a stout defense kept the ball in
UAlbany’s half of the field. Momentum did pick-up at
the 75-minute mark for the Great Danes when PC was
assessed a yellow card right outside of the box. However,
the Friars defense easily blocked and sent away the free
kick that followed.
For the rest of the match UAlbany was on their front
foot, having the edge in possession for the first time.
However, the PC backline continued to turn them back
as the Friars defense excelled at blocking any potential
shots on net.
The Great Danes’ best scoring chance of the night
came off of a corner kick in the 88th minute. The initial
kick connected with the Great Dane’s Alex Bourgeois
head, causing the ball to barely miss the net as it
ricocheted off the crossbar. The rebound came right back
out to Sam Philip, who scorched a shot on net, but was
met with the save of the night by PC keeper Austin Aviza
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Serrano scored his second goal of the season against URI. He is now tied with Davock for team leading goals.

’20 RS. Aviza dove to his right to make the tremendous
save, successfully clinching the one goal victory.
Aviza ended the night with two saves and zero goals
against, seeming to have found his groove with his new
team. On the offensive side, Davock had three total
shots to go along with his second goal of the season.
Danny Griffin ’20, also had a great performance on the
offensive end, racking up four shots while showing off
his impressive footwork.
Defensively, the entire backline played a very solid
game, but Malcolm Duncan ’21 particularly stood out.
He continually turned away the Great Dane attack and
prevented any sort of link-up play between the opposing
squad’s forwards and midfield.

After a successful trip to New York, the Friars made
it back to their home state to take on the University of
Rhode Island in South Kingston on Sept. 9. The game
flow went PC’s way, as they peppered the Rams keeper
with 21 shots. Unfortunately, only one of those shots
found the back of the net. Joao Serrano ’20 RS produced
the lone Friar goal off a penalty kick in the 60th minute.
The Rams on the other hand were able to work two
goals on the night, giving them a 2-1 victory over their
interstate rival.
Up next for PC is a Sept. 14 matchup against Sacred
Heart University at Chapey Field. The game will be
the first in an important four-game homestand for the
Friars.

Alderson Leads Offense for Friars
PC Prepares for Friar Volleyball Classic
Volleyball:

Continued from front page
The Friars had their best kill
percentage as a team, connecting
on 28 percent of their attempts. The
Friars played a much cleaner game
than Presbyterian, highlighted by
only 12 attack errors compared to 24
for the Blue Hose.
Unfortunately, the Friars could not
build on their momentum as they
fell to Morehead State University in
three sets. It was a tough matchup for
the Friars as the Eagles had a solid
defensive game, keeping the Friars
under 20 points in each set.
Allison Barber ’21 also had a solid
weekend for the Friars during which
she was named to the All-Tournament
Team. The setter recorded doubledigit assists and digs in the first two
games, accumulating 87 digs in the
entire tournament. Her connection
with Jenae Alderson ’20 was a
highlight of the tournament for the
Friars as both players had a successful
weekend that will be crucial going
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Due to her outstanding play this weekend, Alderson (above) was named to the Big
East Weekly Honor Roll. She is currently first in the Big East in hitting percentage.

forward.
Alderson was one of the best
offensive players for the Friars.
The fourth-year starter had kill
percentages of 40, 50, and 69.2 in the
three games, leading the team in each
contest. Afterwards, Royer-Johnson
called Alderson “our most athletic
player this weekend.”
While the Friars did not do as well
as they had hoped for, the team has
plenty of talent moving forward to
be competitive once they get into the
heart of their schedule. The key for
them is getting out of what RoyerJohnson calls “mental holes.”
“We are still adjusting our lineups
as we used a lot of young players this
weekend. We are a physically gifted
team, but we are young in terms of
experience,” says Royer-Johnson
The Friars will have a chance to
regroup this weekend as they host
the 15th Annual Friar Volleyball
Classic. Last season, the Friars went
undefeated in the tournament,
winning three games including a
big win over cross-town rival Brown
University in the final game.
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Field Hockey on an Early Season Roll
Friars Upset #24 University of Maine
by Eileen Flynn ’20
Sports Staff
FIELD HOCKEY
As the field hockey season is finally
underway, it is common to focus on
the seniors of the team. Will they be
able to step out of their underclassmen
shoes and fill the leadership positions?
Not only are they the players the
rest of the team looks up to, they also
have to play knowing this will be their
last season at Providence College.
In particular, Kara Sanford ’20 is
working hard to make this season the
best one yet.
“This year I believe we have a really
strong team,” said Sanford. “From
the very start of preseason the girls
were working hard and treating every
practice like it were a game. I think the
reason we’ve been so successful thus
far is because everyone is on the same
page and we’re all doing whatever we
can to be better than we were the day
before.”
With a tough schedule ahead of
them, the team knew they had to put
in work during the preseason. Head
Coach Diane Madl, who has 17 years
of experience coaching the Providence
College Field Hockey Team, helped
train her team in the months before
the start of the school year.
The first game of the season was
hosted by PC and was a matchup
between the Friars and the Eagles
of Boston College. Although PC
struck first, Boston College tied the
game in the second quarter. After a
competitive first half, the Eagles took
the lead with a quick goal. The Friars

The Friars celebrate after a second quarter goal by Niamh Gowing ’22 (7) against Bryant University.

had several chances, but the game
ended as a 2-1 victory for the Eagles.
With the first game under their
belt, PC was ready to take on their
next opponent in Maine. 24th-ranked
Maine made the Friars work for their
first win of the season in an overtime
5-4 victory. This win gave the Friars
an energy boost that would last all the
way until the next weekend, where
they faced two fellow Rhode Island
rivals, Brown University and Bryant
University.
Goalie Lydia Rice ‘19GS picked up

two shutout wins on the weekend as
the Friars beat Bryant 2-0. Sanford
played an important role during the
game versus Brown, scoring two backto-back goals for the Friars in less than
three minutes to give PC the 3-0 win.
Sanford admitted, “It felt great to
score those two goals.” She was quick
to recognize the work her teammates
put in to help make it happen.
“I think those two goals got us
all fired up to the point where we
were ready to dominate the rest of
the game, even more than we were

NICK CRENSHAW ’20/THE COWL

before.” Sanford also acknowledged
her team’s impressive performance
and said she hopes they will carry it
into the upcoming games as well.
Despite the long road ahead of
them, the Friars have given us a
sneak peek into a successful season.
Sanford is already looking forward
to facing teams they have lost to in
past years, including the University of
Connecticut and Liberty University.
Their next home game will be on Sept.
20 at 6 p.m. against Old Dominion
University.

Cross Country Teams Ready For New Seasons
by Meaghan Cahill ’20
Sports Co-Editor
CROSS-COUNTRY
The time has come for the Providence
College Men’s Cross Country Team to
show that they are just as strong of a team
as their female counterparts have been
the last couple of years.
“They’re going to have a very good
year this year I think,” Providence College
Women’s Cross Country Team member
Abbey Wheeler ’20 said. “They were kind
of in the position we are in now last year.
The group of junior boys now remind me
of the group of freshmen girls now.”
The boys that Wheeler is talking
about includes Marcelo Rocha ’21, who
finished first in the team’s first dual meet
of the season against the University of
New Hampshire. The men’s team placed
first, while the women placed third.
Rocha, who was the 2016 Massachusetts
Gatorade Cross Country Runner of the
Year, finished 35th at last year’s Big East
Championship.
The men’s team had runners place in
the top 10 out of 11 spots, with a mess
of sophomores and juniors taking third
through eleventh place.
“They have a lot of depth,” commented
Wheeler, who also placed first at the UNH
Dual Meet. “I’m excited to see how far we
can take it this year.”
While the men are already showing
their promise for a great season, especially
after coming off of a few building
years, the women are entering a year of
regrowth.
Having graduated eight seniors and
graduate students over the past two years
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After all of her success in cross country, Wheeler is still looking for the “perfect race” to tie
together her running career at PC.

and losing top talent like Millie Paladino
’18 and Catarina Rocha ’18, both of whom
have had outstanding seasons with PC, is
placing the team in what Wheeler refers
to as a rebuilding year.
“The team is a bit different from past
years where we have had upperclassmen
return with all-star records behind them.
This year, the majority of the team will
be either freshmen or people that are
relatively new to running,” Wheeler said.
The women’s team has been collecting
a number of championship titles, both

individually and collectively over the
course of Wheeler’s time in the program.
Admitting that the team’s 2016 Big
East Championship win will be a hard
memory to beat in her career as a Friar,
Wheeler adds that on the upcoming
season is, “kind of a building year, which
is really exciting.”
One runner who is new to both PC
and running is Orla O’Connor ’23, a
native from Waterford, Ireland who
set the Irish under-20 record in the
10,000 meter race walk at the European

under-20 Championships.
O’Connor is one of the six freshmen
on the women’s 14-member roster this
year. She is joined by Ireland native
Alexandra O’Neill ’23 and Wellington,
New Zealand native Tessa Hunt ’23, all
who have chosen the College based on
both teams’ head coach, Ray Treacy.
“He’s the reason why I came here…
and that’s why a lot of the other girls
come here—to be coached by him,”
Wheeler said.
A coach at PC for over 30 years,
Treacy’s goal for the team is to improve
as much as they can individually and as
a team, and to finish better than when
they started.
Of course, as Wheeler points out,
the season will not be easy for their
rebuilding team, and with the Coast-toCoast Battle in Beantown coming up on
Sept. 20, the team will get their first real
chance to see where everyone’s legs are.
“[Beantown] is the second biggest
meet we’re going to face before
championship season,” Wheeler said.
Second to the Wisconsin Invitational, the
Battle in Beantown will feature men’s
and women’s teams from all over the
country.
Wheeler, who won the event last year
and is just hoping to have “another good
run” this year, said that the team has
“put in a lot of good training.”
Individually, Wheeler is just hoping
to make it back to Nationals after coming
up short last season. As a team, she wants
to see just how far they can make it.
“We’re just really hoping to finish
the season healthy and with some good
showing,” said Wheeler.
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Providence College Investigates:

Is Going Overseas a Better Option for High School
Basketball Players?

School Prepares Athletes off the Court
by Sullivan Burgess ’20
Sports Staff
PCI
High school basketball players
who are highly ranked and have the
potential to become part of the NBA
are given the choice to take their
talents overseas to be paid to play, or
to simply go to college. Ultimately,
the best option for these players is
to remain in the United States and
go to college after their high school
careers.
While for some players, the oneand-done option is appealing so
they can simply go straight to the
professional league, there are still
plenty that consider the advantages
of what a college experience can give
to a player.
First
and
foremost
is
an
education. A college program in
the United States can give these
athletes the proper tools they need
to further their lives beyond the
game of basketball. An education
can provide the players with benfits
far beyond those that any athlete can
receive. These include the presence
of professors at certain top tier
schools, the ability to access the latest
technology, and even the access to
on-campus academic reasources.
Second, players can become
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associated with the booster clubs of
the schools and develop connections
where they meet agents and financial
advisors who will help them have
financial security during and after
their careers.
When looking at some of the best
players in the NBA, one notices the
trend of All-Stars entering the league
straight out of the NCAA, whereas
some of the players who are coming
from overseas often do not have the
talent to stay on an NBA roster. These
players include Brandon Jennings as
well as Emmanuel Mudiay. On the
other hand, players from college
develop professional skills in the
NCAA, which allows for a smooth
transition into the NBA. Since much
of the top-tier talent in college goes
onto the NBA, college basketball is
a much better indicator for who will
succeed at the next level.
Last but certainly not least, nothing
beats the school spirit the players
embrace on campus, especially at
schools such as Providence College,
where everyone knows everyone,
and students develop personal
connections to the players. Players
who choose to go overseas rather
than to college miss out on the
education and personal relationships
NCAA players receive.

Former Friar Kris Dunn ’16 is a example of a player who used college to improve his career.

Going Overseas Compensates The Players
by Thomas Zinzarella ’21
Sports Staff
PCI
Top high school basketball
players are caught in limbo in the
fall and winter months of the year
as they decide where they want to
spend their college career and play
basketball. But athletes looking to
be paid for playing have another
option—playing overseas.
For years, players could choose
to come out of high school and go
straight into the NBA or spend four
years in college and play basketball.
This changed in the 2005 NBA
Collective Bargaining Agreement
after a group of players from 19952005 headed straight from walking
around their high school to making
millions in the NBA Draft. The likes
of Kevin Garnett, Lebron James,
Kobe Bryant, and others all followed
this route.
In 2005, the one-and-done rule
was created in which players only
had to play one year in college
before entering the draft. The rule
was created to deter players from
going straight to the NBA after high
school. The minimum age to enter
the NBA was also increased to 20
years old.
Playing overseas is far better than
playing in the NCAA for many reasons.
Players want to be compensated for
their efforts rather than feel cheated
from the system that is the NCAA.
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Brandon Jennings (left), an Amrican player, decided to skip college and play professionally
in Europe. He thought that the money and the experience would better prepare him for
the NBA.

Many college basketball players
come from poor urban areas and want
to make money playing professional
basketball. For many players, the
biggest problem is that the NCAA

makes an estimated $700 million every
time March Madness rolls around.
Forty percent of these profits are kept
by the NCAA and the rest is given
to the schools who participated. Just

for making the NCAA tournament,
a school receives a check of $1.67
million. A Sweet 16 run gives a school
a $5 million dollar bonus. A Final Four
run yields the most: $8.3 million.
After all the celebration is done, a
handful of players come away with
a championship and some memories
made (along) the way, but their
wallets are still empty, while their
school profits on their talents.
According to the NCAA’s website,
an athlete is not eligible to participate
in a sport if they have “taken pay, or
the promise of pay, for competing in
that sport. [Bylaw 12.1.2] or agreed
(orally or in writing) to compete in
professional athletics in that sport.”
Rules such as these have
prevented many athletes from
playing. Some players have taken
matter into their own hands and
gone into professional leagues in
hopes of jumping to the NBA.
Mitchell Robinson, a McDonald’s
All-American in high school, played
a few months with Western Kentucky
University before dropping out
and preparing for the NBA Draft.
Robinson averaged 7.3 points per
game and 6.4 rebounds per game this
year for the New York Knicks in his
rookie campaign.
Anfernee Simons chose to play five
years in high school and was drafted
in first round by Portland Trail
Blazers. There have been a number
of stories in the last four to five years
of players skipping college in favor
of going professional right away in
other countries.
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A Look
Around
Friartown
Cross Country:
08/31 at University of New Hampshire Tri Meet
Men: 1st Place Women: 3rd Place

Upcoming:
09/20 at Coast-To-Coast Battle in Beantown

Women’s Field Hockey:
09/01 at University of Maine, Win 5-4
09/06 vs. Bryant University, Win 2-0
09/08 vs. Brown University, Win 3-0

Upcoming:
09/13 at Lafayette College

Men’s Soccer:
09/02 vs. University of New Hampshire, Loss 1-2
09/06 at University of Albany, Win 1-0
09/09 at University of Rhode Island, Loss 1-2
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Men’s Club Rugby Opens Season
The Black Pack Ready for a Dominant Season
by Scott Jarosz ’21
Sports Staff
MEN’S CLUB RUGBY
The Providence College Men’s Rugby Team
started its season off on the right foot against the
College of the Holy Cross on Friday, September 6.
PC was firing on all cylinders in the 37-22 defeat
of the talented Crusaders. The team hopes their
strong performance is a sign of what is to come in
the new season.
Despite a less than stellar record of 2-5 last
season, the team showed few signs of struggle in
its home opener for the 2019 fall season.
Joe Bentley ’21 got PC off to a hot start under
the lights on Friday night as he scored a try early
on to make the score 5-0. The team continued to
build on that early momentum as it scored again
to increase its lead to 12-0 over the visitors.
However, Holy Cross refused to allow PC to
control the game and answered back shortly after.
The visiting team scored back-to-back tries to cut
PC’s lead to 12-10. But the home side managed to
bounce back and added another try to make the
score 17-10 heading into halftime.

“We need to focus on the system
that our coach has set up for us and
not stray from it.”
PC did not lose this momentum coming out of
the half and made sure that the lead stayed in their
hands. The team outscored the visiting side by a
score of 20-7 in the second half.

There were a number of key contributing players
for PC in the second half including Alex Feola ’22
and Anthony Lancia ’22. Feola scored two tries while
Lancia added one try.
PC’s dominant performance against Holy Cross
could be a sign of what is to come for the team in this
new season. Not only did the veterans of the team
contribute, such as Bentley, but younger players such
as Feola and Lancia also made their mark and helped
the team secure a victory over a talented opponent.
If the team can consistently get contributions from
both veterans and younger players throughout the
season, there is good reason to believe that they will
continue to have success for the remainder of the
season.
Bentley is one of the more experienced players on
the team. He has been a forward since his freshman
year.
When asked what he believes the strengths of this
year’s team are, Bentley said, “I definitely think our
strengths are our new strong forwards and our fast
backs.”
He continued, “Over the summer, we trained
the hardest we have since I’ve been playing for this
team.”
Bentley emphasized the amount of training that
everyone on the team put in over the offseason.
He believes this is what is truly going to allow this
team to have one of its most successful seasons in a
long time.
When asked what he believes the team needs
to do in order to have the most successful season
possible, he responded, “We need to focus on the
system that our coach has set up for us and not stray
from it.”
With plenty of new talent and the high level of
training that the team put in over the offseason,
the Black Pack is looking forward to a promising
season.

Upcoming:
09/14 vs. Sacred Heart University
09/16 vs. Harvard University

Women’s Soccer:
08/29 vs. University of Hartford, Win 1-0 (OT)
09/01 at Rutgers University, Loss 0-1
09/05 vs. University of Massachusetts-Lowell,
Win 1-0 (2OT)

Upcoming:
09/12 at Boston College
09/15 at Brown University

Women’s Volleyball:
09/06 vs. Presbyterian College, Win 3-0
09/07 at Morehead State University, Loss 0-3
09/10 at Bryant University, Loss 0-3

Upcoming:
09/13 vs. Fairleigh Dickinson
(Friar Volleyball Classic)
09/14 vs. Coppin State
(Friar Volleyball Classic)
09/14 vs. Brown University
(Friar Volleyball Classic)

Second row Niall McStay ’22 is hoisted up by his teammates to make a grab.
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